Soft tissue height/ overgrowth
Distance from abutment to skin in four quadrants. Loss of skin sensibility * 9 days 3.2 (6.8) 0 (0;25) (0.4; 5.9) 15.3 (22) 
Device complaints & issues
Rescheduled surgery due to patient compliance/logistics 2 2(3.2%) 1 1(3.0%) 1 1(3.3%) Dropped surgical tool leading prolonged surgery 1 1(1.6%) 0 0(0) 1 1(3.3%) Implant placement without visual feedback 1 1 (1.6%) 1 1(3.0%) 0 0(0) Difficulty to estimate bone thickness through cannula 1 1(1.6%) 1 1(3.0%) 0 0(0) Sound from abutment on pillow 1 1(1.6%) 0 0(0) 1 1(3.3%) 
